The recently released Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, fifth edition (DSM-5) marks the beginning of a new chapter in the diagnosis and treatment of substance use disorders. This article provides a brief overview of the changes to the criteria and how they will be used to formulate the new diagnostic index. Recent research, although limited given the timeliness of the revision, has demonstrated consistent findings with regard to the compatibility between DSM-IV and DSM-5 criteria, predominantly related to the most serious cases of substance use. There is much more variation in how milder cases will be addressed with the DSM-5 relative to the prior version. These diagnoses have significant implications for treatment, but it is imperative to acknowledge prognoses are based on the assumption that DSM-5 substance use disorders are qualitatively similar but range in severity from mild to severe. This may be a controversial approach, given that some preliminary research and lively discussion suggests the new diagnostic scheme may encompass qualitatively unique disorders ranked on a continuum. Treatment goals must take these underlying issues into account if substance use disorders are to be addressed successfully. The DSM-5 represents advancement in the diagnosis of substance use disorders, but many questions related to how it will inform treatment remain unanswered. Implications for future research are also discussed in this review.
Introduction
The fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) [1] was released in May 2013 with substantive changes made to the DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for substance use disorders (SUDs). The most notable change was the collapse of the abuse and dependence designations into a single severity index. The abuse and dependence classifications of the DSM-IV were intended to be related yet distinct clinical syndromes. Abuse was defined as a maladaptive pattern of use leading to clinically significant impairment or distress over a 12-month period [2] . Dependence was similarly defined as continued substance use despite behavioral impairment or distress in the same 12-month period, but there was a marked difference in the type of indicators used to diagnose dependence relative to abuse.
An abuse diagnosis was recognized through the endorsement of at least one of four relevant criteria. These four indicators included failure to fulfill major role obligations at home, school, or work; continued substance use in hazardous situations (e.g., driving an automobile while impaired); recurrent legal problems related to substance use; and persistent use despite recurrent social or interpersonal problems attributed to use. All of these criteria were included in the DSM-5, with the exception of the recurrent substance-related legal problems criterion. The DSM-5 also introduced an additional criterion representing craving or a strong desire to use a substance.
A dependence diagnosis was based on the endorsement of a minimum of three of seven clearly defined criteria. These seven indicators included the development of tolerance to a substance, withdrawal symptoms, unplanned use, desire and/or inability to reduce or stop use, a great deal of time related to substance use (e.g., obtaining, using, or recovering from the effects of a substance), continued use despite the development or exacerbation of medical or psychological problems, and forfeiture of recreational or other activities because of substance use. All of these seven criteria were retained in the DSM-5.
The DSM-5 is based on an 11-item severity index for SUD diagnoses, but several iterations have dealt with the thresholds within the index. The initial formulation included 'moderate' and 'severe' designations only, with those who endorsed two or three criteria falling into the moderate category and those who endorsed four or more criteria placed in the severe group. This scheme was revised, however, based largely on evidence demonstrative of a lenient threshold which tended to include those with low levels of substance involvement [3] . In other words, the two-criterion threshold for a moderate SUD had the potential to diagnose low-level or mild cases which were unlikely to have multiple indicators of compulsive or problematic substance use. Likewise, use of a four-criterion threshold for 'severe' cases meant the most serious diagnosis was reached on a relatively low point in the continuum (i.e., less than half the total number of criteria).
In response, the symptom thresholds were raised and an additional SUD category was created to reflect less severe or 'mild' cases. Thus, the DSM-5 currently includes three SUD designations: 'mild,' 'moderate,' and 'severe.' This means those who endorse two or three criteria will be assigned a mild SUD, those with four or five positive criteria will be assigned a moderate SUD, and those with six or more positive criteria will be diagnosed with a severe SUD [1] .
The DSM has been at the heart of many debates since its inception, and this trend continues with the fifth edition. Researchers and American Psychological Association (APA) Substance Use Work Group committee members are deeply interested in the reliability and validity of the 11 criteria to accurately diagnose problematic patterns of substance use, while clinicians require precise diagnostic instruments to serve as the basis for effective treatment plans. Debates regarding the nature of criteria take place not only within these groups, but also between them. One major goal of the revision was to address some of the limitations in the prior diagnostic scheme by eliminating separate sets of criteria for abuse and dependence to make them easier for clinicians to use [4] . This, like many other objectives for the DSM-5, will need to be studied further to determine whether or not they are met.
Recent Literature Devoted to the DSM-5 Criteria
Given the recency of the finalized revision and its release, there is a relative paucity of research focused on the implications of the new diagnostic criteria. The vast majority of existing studies have concentrated on how the abuse and dependence designations of the DSM-IV compare to the index of the DSM-5. One focal issue which has arisen as a result of the collapse of the two distinct DSM-IV diagnoses (i.e., abuse and dependence) is the increase in the prevalence of SUDs. Evidence has shown this increase in diagnosable cases can range anywhere from <1-11 %, due primarily to the occurrence of 'diagnostic orphans' (i.e., those endorsing one to two DSM-IV dependence criteria, yet no abuse criteria) now receiving a SUD diagnosis under the DSM-5 [5, 6, 7•, 8-11, 12 •].
Evidence also shows certain patterns in the convergence of the two approaches [7•, 12•] . For instance, the majority of cases which met DSM-IV abuse criteria will not receive a DSM-5 diagnosis because they fail to meet the minimum two-criterion threshold for a mild SUD. Most DSM-IV abuse cases, which also endorsed two dependence criteria, will now receive a mild SUD designation, but some who endorsed multiple (i.e., two or three) abuse criteria and two to three dependence criteria will now be classified with a moderate SUD. DSM-IV dependence cases who met three dependence criteria and no more than two abuse criteria will be classified as DSM-5 moderate SUDs, while almost all of those who met four or more dependence criteria will be classified as severe SUDs.
Based on the cursory information currently available, there are some strengths of the DSM-5 classification scheme relative to the abuse and dependence designations in the DSM-IV.
Research with alcohol use has demonstrated the utility of examining this behavior and related problems along a continuum rather than as a comparison of latent classes representative of abuse and dependence [13] . Based on this evidence and findings from recent comparisons between the DSM-IV and DSM-5 criteria [5, 6, 10] , combining abuse and dependence into a single dimension seems to be a logical approach to better capture the severity of SUDs. This can be clearly exhibited in a hypothetical case which displayed a combination of abuse and dependence (and the corresponding minimum four criteria) and will now be addressed as a more severe disorder compared with distinct abuse and dependence cases under the DSM-IV. This is largely due to the fact that the number of positive criteria once required to achieve abuse and dependence diagnoses will now fall into the moderate DSM-5 SUD classification, at minimum. Despite some researchers' adherence to the conceptual distinctions between abuse and dependence [14] , the new scheme seems to be a more sound approach in this regard [15] .
There are also several potential weaknesses of the DSM-5, which have not yet been fully investigated. The primary criticism of the new diagnostic approach is related to whether or not SUDs truly are unidimensional phenomena. To demonstrate this point, MacCoun [16•] recently conducted a review of the assumptions underlying popular analyses of the criteria. At the heart of this discussion is the core supposition that a mild SUD is simply a less serious manifestation of the same syndrome as a severe SUD. If this truly is the case, and a unidimensional approach accurately captures SUDs, then all criteria are weighted equally serving as simple additive representations of a larger construct. In reality, however, there may be cardinal indicators of different levels of SUDs with respect to severity.
Preliminary evidence suggests that some criteria may be more indicative of a more severe clinical syndrome than others. In fact, a recent study demonstrated that 5 of the 11 criteria were observed almost exclusively among cases meeting criteria for a severe SUD: (1) experiencing withdrawal symptoms; (2) desire and/or inability to reduce or stop use; (3) forfeiture of recreational or other activities because of substance use; (4) failure to fulfill major role obligations at home, school, or work; and (5) craving, strong desire, or urge to use a substance [7•] . It is possible these five criteria represent an underlying 'loss of control' concept which has been generally linked to addiction [17] . The most severe SUDs are products of interactions between physiology (including, but not limited to genetic predisposition to addiction) and compulsive substance use over an extended period of time. Such factors are likely to be related to greater biological and psychological responsiveness to certain substances, along with greater levels of craving. This, in turn, would account for the inability to limit or stop use. Given the likelihood of this loss of control, it remains likely that an individual will experience several serious negative consequences of their persistent use.
These five criteria are indicative of a highly problematic pattern of substance use for many reasons. It is unlikely, for example, any one of these criteria exists in the absence of the others, especially in severe SUDs. In other words, it is nearly impossible to experience physiological withdrawal from a substance in the absence of heavy and prolonged substance use or the inability to control use without craving. A high level of use is also most likely to contribute to the relatively serious problems underlying the sacrifice of certain activities and failure to meet one's social or professional obligations. Although these preliminary findings appear to support this underlying constellation of certain criteria among severe SUDs, prospective research is clearly warranted.
On the other hand, some of the criteria are more common among the mild and severe diagnostic groups and even among those who do not receive a DSM-5 diagnosis. The development of tolerance and use in situations that are dangerous are among those criteria more likely to be present among these groups [7•] . For example, it is possible to drink heavily and not demonstrate indications of loss of control and yet develop tolerance as a result of the drinking pattern. In the case of use in situations in which it is physically hazardous (e.g., driving an automobile when impaired by substance use), we may be seeing some confounding with characteristics of risk-taking or tendency to engage in impulsive behaviors. Criteria that are more likely to exist in the absence of others, or those that are distinguished from other factors, may be more likely to be present among the lower severity levels.
Implications for Treatment Under the DSM-5
Despite limited evidence regarding the clinical implications associated with the adoption of the DSM-5 criteria, its routine use in clinical treatment settings is already underway [18] . It is important to note with caution, however, transition to the DSM-5 severity index may impact treatment planning if based on the underlying assumption that there are variations of the same condition (i.e., mild, moderate, and severe SUD). This approach theoretically corresponds to treatment provisions for the same condition according to these severity levels. In reality, empirical work may eventually determine that there are different conditions with distinct prognoses and correspondingly appropriate treatment goals [19] .
Diagnosis should be used as a commonly shared classification system which is used to inform individualized, clinically driven treatment [20] . Failure to use a diagnosis as a beacon in the treatment process is likely to lead to a number of untoward treatment complications, including relapse and an uninformed, discontinuous treatment plan. Instead, SUD diagnoses should clearly inform treatment planning. The challenge with the new DSM-5 SUD criteria will be in differentiating clinically effective and individualized treatment options for mild, moderate, and severe cases. Research has not yet determined how these diagnostic classifications relate to treatment outcomes, such as relapse, so a significant amount of speculation will remain until further work is done in this area.
However, logic suggests that the different diagnoses may require different treatment approaches or goals. Those in the severe SUD diagnostic group with positive responses to most of the aforementioned criteria related to the loss of control construct may require abstinence as a treatment goal to achieve stable remission. Conversely, those with a mild diagnosis and no positive indications on the aforementioned criteria might be candidates for moderating use successfully.
It is certain, however, that some cases which would have gone previously undiagnosed under the DSM-IV will now be eligible for treatment according to the DSM-5. Diagnostic orphans, who did not previously qualify for a SUD diagnosis under the DSM-IV because they endorsed one to two DSM-IV dependence criteria and did not meet the three-criterion threshold, will now be assigned a mild SUD diagnosis according to the DSM-5. At first glance it may seem as though clinicians have been given a wider net to cast and this may very well happen in some less serious cases. Nonetheless, research has shown that individuals who endorsed one or two alcohol dependence criteria (under the DSM-IV approach which did not yield a diagnosis and who will now be designated as a DSM-5 mild SUD) were still likely to experience adverse life events and worse physical health conditions, relative to those who went undiagnosed, which may have been ameliorated with treatment [21] .
Other individuals who previously received a diagnosis based on the DSM-IV may now no longer qualify for a diagnosis. A study of first-time driving under the influence (DUI)/driving while intoxicated (DWI) offenders found that a significant portion of these cases acknowledged only driving under the influence (reflective of the DSM-IV criterion related to use in dangerous situations) and the legal problem of being arrested [22] . With the DSM-IV, these cases would have received an abuse diagnosis, but will not receive a diagnosis with the DSM-5. The same circumstances would relate to any DSM-IV abuse cases positive on only a single criterion in the absence of any dependence criteria; these will no longer receive a SUD diagnosis according to the DSM-5. This translates to a sizeable number of clients being ineligible for treatment admission due to the lack of a formal diagnosis.
This issue also may have some rather profound implications in clinical community settings, given these cases would no longer qualify for insurance reimbursement under the DSM-5. Substance use and corresponding criminal behaviors may be a major factor in a substantial number of incarcerations; however, in the absence of other positive criteria, these individuals would not meet DSM-5 diagnostic criteria. In institutional settings, such as the criminal justice system, these cases are likely to go unnoticed until their problematic substance use and related problems escalate and they subsequently experience additional social, psychological, and physical problems that substantiate a formal diagnosis.
The aforementioned criteria primarily found among severe cases should also be given special consideration with respect to potential treatment options. If favorable outcomes are to be demonstrated, treatment programs must recognize that these criteria are likely to appear in the most severe SUD cases. One viable treatment option may be to emphasize the importance of complete abstinence as an appropriate individual treatment goal given the nature and extent of the failure of control over substance use for these cases. Chronic exposure to illicit drugs and alcohol has been found to alter activity in several areas of the brain, including, most notably, the prefrontal cortex, which has been implicated in motivation, impulse control, and decision making, while fostering other associative processes, such as instrumental conditioning [17] . This is of paramount importance for severe SUD cases because instrumental conditioning toward substance use in a state of withdrawal is likely to trigger persistent use despite the occurrence of significant and pervasive adverse consequences. Thus, severe SUD cases most likely represent a more challenging population to treat, and a group in which the only way to reorient neurobiological processes away from motivation toward substance use would be the adoption of complete abstinence as a primary goal for treatment.
Cases who endorse other criteria, in comparison, may not necessarily suffer from similar neurobiological mechanisms. A hypothetical case which also contains five, albeit different, criteria may involve an individual who indicated (1) spending a great deal of time using, (2) tolerance, (3) unplanned use, (4) use in a hazardous situation, and (5) recurrent interpersonal conflicts related to use. Such a case might simply be a heavy drinker who spends a great deal of time drinking with friends, subsequently develops tolerance, occasionally drives when it is inappropriate, and has resulting conflicts with a spouse. These indicators, while precisely the same in number, are qualitatively different from cases endorsing criteria that are possibly associated with the loss of control construct. A similar level of loss of control, related to underlying neurobiological changes due to substance use, may not necessarily be exhibited. Instead, these outcomes are likely related to a trend toward substance misuse in certain circumstances, many of which involve irresponsible and impulsive behaviors (e.g., unplanned use, use in hazardous situations such as impaired driving, recurrent interpersonal conflicts related to use). The adoption of a harm reduction approach involving moderation or monitored substance use may be a more reasonable initial treatment goal for these individuals.
In sum, placing SUDs on a continuum seems to be a progressive step. Evidence demonstrating the hierarchical arrangement of abuse and dependence did not accurately depict reality. A notable case in point is the failure to fulfill role obligations, which was an abuse criterion in the DSM-IV. As noted previously, positive findings on this criterion are most often found among those positive on six or more of the eleven DSM-5 criteria.
Now there are a different set of questions which need to be answered. First, does the severity index -defined as the total number of diagnostic criteria -truly represent variations of the same disorder? Or, are we dealing with distinct disorders that manifest common symptoms and behaviors along a defined continuum? For example, during a depressive episode, individuals with either major depressive disorder or bipolar I disorder may exhibit similar symptoms. However, treatments required to achieve sustained remission for the two conditions are substantially different. Second, are there subsets of criteria which are more likely to represent certain severity levels? If so, how can these criteria best inform treatment programs to reduce relapse and achieve optimal outcomes? Third, how should severity level inform the development of individualized treatment goals? Is total abstinence the best practice across the board or should other options be considered for less severe cases? These are just a few of the many questions which will hopefully be answered as additional evidence surfaces regarding the implications of the DSM-5 diagnostic criteria.
Conclusion
In conclusion, while the DSM-5 may represent an advancement in the understanding and treatment of SUDs, substantial applied research will be required to determine the practical implications of the changes. Much of this can be done in routine clinical settings by more precise documentation of the positive criteria for each SUD diagnosis (i.e., mild, moderate, and severe) and monitoring treatment response in accord with initial outcomes. Sophisticated and routine treatment evaluations may be another step toward determining how well the DSM-5 informs treatment prognoses and outcomes.
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